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LEADERSHIP IS A PLAYGROUND. PLAY FEARLESSLY

MARC W. SCHWARTZ

has traveled the world presenting to over 50,000 people in 38 countries on
exactly how to use INFLUENCE to break through the barriers that stand in the way of leaders getting optimal performance
from their team members. Schwartz says, “Influence, not power, is the key to creating a really effective, multi-generational
approach to the next evolution of business leadership.”
Marc is a best-selling author and uses the insights and strategies from his book, Power Shift™, blended with over thirty years of
experience to help leaders, executives, middle managers and small business entrepreneurs who want to learn proven processes to
create a high-performance culture that can increase productivity, retention and financial performance so they can spend less time
managing and more time growing their business.

PRESENTATION TOPICS
POWER SHIFT™ - THE NEW RULES OF ENGAGEMENT FOR LEADERS
3 ways to create a collaborative workforce environment that nurtures higher productivity, retention and financial performance.
Creating a high-performance environment is critically important
for leaders. When they love their work, the people they lead, the
organization, the people in it, families, communities, and entire
nations thrive.
Influential leaders are being called to step up and meet the
challenges organizations face today. But to be influential, it’s
essential to know what those you seek to lead want and expect.
In this informative, high-energy talk, your audience will discover
how the power of influence can move people of every generation
to heights of effectiveness most never imagined. We will also:

•

Explore the emerging workforce and the values they embrace
that are impacting business.

•

Take a closer look at the employee disengagement factor and
determine why it’s so high and what can be done about it.

•

Present the three primary leadership types that exist now and
which one will lead us, most effectively into the future.

•

Look at why the traditional management model no longer
works and what will replace it.

( CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE )

POWER SHIFT™ ( CONTINUED )

•

Address the eight most damaging leadership myths.

•

Present a management structure that will lead us into the
future and actually works for all generations.

•

Examine two key factors for fully engaged people.

Companies with highly engaged workers are more productive, more
profitable, and have more satisfied and loyal customers. Employee
engagement is the competitive edge all business leaders seek,
regardless of the product, service or industry. Power Shift™ – The
New Rules of Engagement for Leaders will guide your audience to
understand the changing workplace and what they can do to not only
stay in the game but grow with less stress.

GOOD TO GREAT TO GOLD™
THE HIDDEN COSTS OF NOT OPERATING IN THE GOLD ZONE™
The Gold Zone™ helps leaders and managers determine how
healthy their group, team or company is. It is a way to determine
the overall health of your organization using an Organizational
Litmus Test™ and eleven principals derived from many well- run
and profitable companies that have endured over time.

This talk serves as a valuable resource and diagnostic to help
determine how to take a company to the next level. To the degree that
if a company is not operating in the Gold Zone™, there are increased
challenges that don’t necessarily have to be there. Awareness is the
first step in any change process. It is essential for taking purposeful
actions that will lead to a truly high-performance workplace.

SEVEN ESSENTIALS OF LEADERSHIP™
HOW TO BECOME MASTERFUL AT LEADING & INFLUENCING PEOPLE
The number one goal of organizations today is finding exceptional
leaders to effectively guide and engage a generationally diverse
workforce. The Seven Essentials™ focuses on the practical insights,
skills and tools leaders need to become masterful at leading people
in a way that considers subtle daily differences with issues like
work ethic, communication, career outlook, and expectations.

Learn about these seven essentials that provide the baseline for
strong, effective and high-performance leadership that can truly
help any company, team or organization survive and thrive in the
face of the irresistible force that is changing how we do business.

LEADERSHIP AT THE CORE™
UNDERSTANDING WHAT TRULY MOTIVATES PEOPLE
One of the wisest investments a company can make is providing
training and coaching to improve the interpersonal skills for
all employees and especially those on the leadership track. The
most effective and profitable organizations all have one thing in
common; they identify and develop great leaders.

Find out how the highly acclaimed CORE™ Series Profiles help
leaders develop flexing strategies for improved conversations,
coaching and outcomes especially in the realm of an increasingly
diverse multigenerational workforce.

SUCCESS IS JUST AROUND THE BLOCK™
HOW TO TAP INTO THE TWO GREATEST FORCES FOR HUMAN ACCOMPLISHMENT
Research shows that more than 95% of what prevents us from
moving forward boldly and realizing our goals is non-physical.
In other words, it’s all in our minds. For virtually every person
on this planet the subconscious mind is at work 24 hours a day,
7 days a week working to do two things: ensure our physical
and conceptual survival.

In Success Is Just Around The Block™ learn how the subconscious
mind and some simple laws of physics that can be combined
to create one of the greatest forces on the planet for human
accomplishment.

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING
“

Our meeting last year was an unmitigated success because Marc was a key piece and had well over one and
a half days of leadership curriculum to present. The outcome was extremely impacting, very insightful as well as
uplifting. He kept my management team engaged and entertained throughout. We are ready to do this again.

”

— Mike Kahler, VP Operations
TLH Enterprises / Rent-A-Center Franchise

“
PARTIAL LIST
OF CLIENTS
Brinks, Bank of America, 3M,
Charles River, J&J, Tripwire,
Novo Nordisk, Novartis, Marriott,
Sandoz and many more.

Marc has done numerous programs for our company. From keynote
presentations at our National meeting to regional/local sales trainings, the
principals and tools Marc has shared have been very impactful yet easy
to employ.

”

— Candy LeBlanc, RN BSN
Senior Manager Global Education and Learning
ASP

“

Thank you so much for speaking at our Annual Sale
Managers Retreat. We had many V.P.’s in the room
who run very large and profitable homebuilding
companies. They really enjoyed your session and
it was the talk of the retreat. What a timely
message and I enjoyed your book as well.

”

— Mar’Sue Haffner
National Sales Trainer
Sales Solve Everything, LLC
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